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How to use this curriculum
I'm so excited that you've chosen Rabbit Trails through Literature to
use in your homeschool! This curriculum is a Charlotte Mason
inspired, relaxed curriculum for grades First, Second, and Third.
What this means is that it's not designed to have lots of busy work.
It's designed to provide quality literature to your children, light
grammar lessons, opportunities for copy work, creative writing
assignments, and other means to learn fun and essential language
arts material.
Rabbit Trails through Literature was created with homeschooling
adventures in mind. Not only will we be covering Language Arts,
but Rabbit Trails will take you into studies in science, social studies,
and other subjects as well, using books to lead the way. This
curriculum is meant to be used on your child's level. It's not meant
to have boxes checked off each day, but to do what works for your
unique family. When it comes to copywork and writing, there are
suggestions given, but take what you need and leave the rest. If
your child isn't at the level of the suggestions, then create what
works for them. Same thing if they're capable of beyond what is
recommended. Make this curriculum your own!
Rabbit Trails through Literature is a full Language Arts Curriculum
consisting of 16 lessons that are designed to be used over 32 weeks.
However, it does not include spelling or reading/phonics
instruction. You are encouraged to use this alone, or to add in any
additional curriculum to fulfill these needs. If you're looking for
recommendations, our family has loved All About Learning
Press and Dash Into Learning for these areas.

I encouage you to enjoy reading as many of the books listed in this
curriculum as you can! Quality literature is the framework of this
curriculum. The main 16 books were chosen specifically because so
many of them are award winning and have lasted through the test
of time. However, don't become overwhelmed with purchasing
these books if you don't have the means. Many can be found at
libraries, on used book websites, etc. The books listed in the Rabbit
Trails and Library Lists are just suggestions. Use what books you
have on hand or find at your own library on the topic! If you do
choose to buy all of the books, you can access them all in my shop.

notebook style curriculum

As you may have noticed, this curriculum does not include any kind
of workbook for your children to work in. This was designed to all
be done in a notebook. You may choose a standard, wide ruled
notebook, or for younger kids you may choose to use a primary
writing notebook. Feel free to use whatever method works best for
you and your child.
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The Little Island is such a sweet, simple book with a story and
illustrations that show off how life on this tiny island looks.
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There was a little island in the ocean./Around it the
winds blew and the birds flew and the tides rose and fell
on the shore.
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The kitten could not believe that the lands were not all connected under
the sea because the kitten could not see that it was so. The fish told her to
have faith! When Jesus came back after being resurrected, Thomas
doubted it was him. He wanted to see Jesus for himself and see the
wounds in his hands and side himself. We are called to believe without
seeing Jesus ourselves and to have faith.
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Because you have seen me, you have believed. Blessed are those
who have not seen and yet have believed. -John 20:29
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lesson

Over the next couple of weeks, let's work on
punctuation, specifically using a period at the end of our
sentences. The Little Island has a lot of simple sentences
that end in periods. This is a great time to work

with younger children in introducing writing complete sentences
(starting with a capital and ending with a period) and to reinforce
these habits in older children. I've noticed in my own children
without reintroducing these habits, laziness can set in quickly! So, no
matter the age, these are great writing habits to work on.

some
fun

Creating a mind map is a great writing tool that your
children can use early on and continue to utilize well
into their teen and even adult years! It's a creative, visual
way to lay out details about a story or any project they
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may be working on. Have your child create a mind map all about
their own island. They can take ideas from The Little Island, or
make an island totally unique and different. What's the name of
their island? Where is it located? What kind of plants or animals are
there? What is the climate, landscape, etc? Feel free to go off on all
kinds of Rabbit Trails with this and allow your children's creativity
to take over!
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Let's learn about ecosystems
and habitats! One Small
Square is an entire series of
books about different
habitats with fun Rabbit
Trails to go down.
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Reading time!
Over and Under the Pond shows
how two worlds collide from
above and below. Have your
child read to you or
help you read the
words they know.

Watch Ecosystems from The Science Kid on
YouTube to learn about different
ecosystems, the difference between an
ecosystem and a habitat, and more.
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The Home Builders
by Varsha Bajaj

Library
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Welcome to the
Neighborhood
by Shawn
Sheehy

Nature's Patchwork Quilt
by Mary Miche
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-Creative Writing: Have your child write or dictate to you about
their island that they created in their mind map.
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-Continue working on sentences, making sure each sentence ends
with a period. You can do this with more copy work from any of the
books, or try dictating sentences from the books to your child to
write down.
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-Take a nature walk in your neighborhood or a park nearby. Bring a
journal or notebook with you for your child to observe the different
plants and animals that live in your particular ecosystem and what
kind of habitats these animals have.
-Create an ecosystem diorama. Choose an ecosystem (forest,
rainforest, ocean, grassland, desert etc.) and decorate a shoe box
with items found around your home. This can be as simple as paper
cut outs and small toys you have on hand. Keep it fun and stressfree!

